
Description

• The EMF Harmonizer+ supports your health and well-being as you are exposed 
to the electromagnetic radiation emitted by your cell phone or wi-fi router. It 
works by harmonizing the damaging energetic frequencies emanating from 
these devices, as well as by supporting your body against their effects.

• The Harmonizer+ is a small 1 inch x 1 inch metallic plastic sticker that you place 
on the bottom of your cell phone or wireless router. It is affixed with either the 
adhesive backing or a piece of the clear tape included.

• The EMF Harmonizer+ utilizes EMF Harmony’s exclusive dual-level technology 
developed in Europe to support your health against the negative effects of 
EMF radiation exposure. The first level of action is a Direct Technology that 
harmonizes the negative energetic frequencies of the electromagnetic radiation 
emitted by the device it is attached to. The second level of action is an Adap-
tive Technology that supports your body as it is stressed by the radiation. 

• The EMF Harmony technology does not block or alter the physical EMF activity 
of the cell phone or router, allowing it to operate normally. It is designed to pro-
vide you with much needed protection against the negative effects of electromagnetic radiation emitted by devices that that broadcast WiFi 
(wireless router) or use cellular communication (smart phone). It is compatible with and effective for the new 5G cell phone technology. For 
less powerful wireless devices such as a laptop, tablet, e-reader, or Bluetooth device, you should use the standard EMF Harmonizer, which 
can be found here.

Instructions

• The EMF Harmonizer+ should be placed in an inconspicuous location on the device and affixed 
with the adhesive backing or a piece of the clear tape included (for example on the back of your 
cell phone).

• You may move the EMF Harmonizer+ to another device by removing it and attaching it to the 
new device with the adhesive backing or another piece of tape.

• The EMF Harmonizer+ is designed for powerful devices that send strong electromagnetic 
signals such as a cell phone or wi-fi router. You may use the standard (and less expensive) EMF 
Harmonizer for other wireless devices such as laptops, tablets, e-readers, or Bluetooth devices.

• A cover on your cell phone will not impact the effectiveness of the EMF Harmonizer+.

Frequently Asked Questions (continued on reverse)

• Why do I need EMF protection? 
The negative health consequences of exposure to electromagnetic radiation have been documented in countless scientific studies. Please 
see the ‘Why’ page on our website for more details and links to many of those studies.

• How does the Harmonizer+ work? 
All of the EMF Harmony products operate using similar technology, which is described in the ‘How’ page of our website.

• How long will the Harmonizer+ last? 
The product will work effectively indefinitely, but the technology is updated regularly. Given the rapid pace of technological change today, we 
recommend replacing the product approximately every five years.
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• If I have a Harmonizer+ do I still need the other EMF Harmony products? 
The Harmonizer+ is not designed to replace the other products and is ideally used in combination with them. For example, the Home & 
Office offers the strongest protection from the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the many devices around your home or workplace (in-
cluding EMF’s emanating from outside the protected area).

• How do I measure the effects of the Harmonizer+? 
Since the EMF Harmony technology operates at the sub-atomic level and does not block or alter EMF’s, it is not possible to measure its 
effects with an EMF measuring instrument. However, it is possible to measure the biological effects of the technology with various measure-
ment devices. Please see the ‘Research’ page on our website for studies that demonstrate biological changes from using the technology. You 
may of course run your own biological tests to see the results. At the bottom of the ‘How’ page you will find a quick test using lemon juice 
that will demonstrate that the technology is doing something, which is noticeable in the taste of the juice.

• Will I feel the effects of the Harmonizer+? 
This depends on how sensitive you are to the effects of electromagnetic radiation. People who suffer from Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity 
will generally feel a difference, but that is more the exception than the rule. Many people will not notice a difference, mainly because most 
people are not ultra-sensitive to EMF’s. However, that does not mean that EMF radiation does not damage their health, or that the product is 
not helping them. 

 It may be compared to taking a nutritional supplement. For example, when you take vitamins or fish oil, you do not “feel” different once you 
start taking them, but they nonetheless have measurable benefits to your health when taken regularly. Likewise, although you may not “feel” 
the effects, the EMF Harmony technology supports your body’s health, which has been documented in biological testing (see the ‘Research’ 
page on our website). Whether you are sensitive to the effects of electromagnetic radiation or not, they do damage your health with long 
term exposure (see the ‘Why’ page on our website).

• Do you offer a return policy? 
We do offer a 30 day money back return policy for new, unused products in original condition. Once you use or alter the product it may not 
be returned. Please contact us for return instructions.

It is important to know that the product is not designed to treat or cure any disease or health problem. 
If you are ill, you should seek medical advice from a doctor or other health care professional.

Specifications

Contents: 1 EMF Harmonizer+, 2 pieces clear tape, 1 small microfiber cloth

Material: Plastic Film with Adhesive Backing

Dimensions: Approx. 1 x 1 x .05 inch
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